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Introduction
This report presents the data collected in the MES Fall 2020 survey as well as

analysis of that data. 338 students participated in this survey. In the preliminary data from
the faculty on the 2020 - 2021 school year there were approximately 6847 undergraduate
students enrolled in the faculty of engineering . That means this survey captured
approximately 5% of the engineering undergraduate population. The details of this survey
may be used as a guide to give the McMaster Engineering Society (MES) insight into the
demographics of the MES and how much MES students value MES services. This survey
enables the MES to see how different characteristics of individuals relate to their
relationship with the MES.

The data presented may be used in future decision making by the MES, but there
are some points to keep in mind when using the data. First many of the following graphical
figures present a y-axis labeled “Average” and the scale is listed as a percentage. This
axis shows the percent of people who responded with a particular category. For example,
if a bar on a bar graph shows that 68% of the survey respondents said that they use
Facebook to communicate with the MES, that means about 230 out of 338 students who
performed the survey selected that they use Facebook to communicate with the MES. As
a note, some of the questions asked in the survey are non-exclusive, meaning multiple
answers could be selected. So the sum of percentages of different categories doesn’t
necessarily need to add up to 100% (as seen in Figure C1). Also, some questions were
ranked questions (scale of 1-5) or based on a continuous scale of hours so their averages
are not binary based (Yes/No) like the previous example. The ranked questions are based
on qualitative values that were quantified by giving each option a corresponding 1-5 scale
value. Finally, each value also has an associated error with it to represent what the true
percentage would be for all 6847 students as explained below.

Explanation of Error

Where applicable, error has been applied to the comparisons of data. Since most of
the data is graphically represented, error bars are present. Only around 5% of the
population was captured by this survey, so the error bars are necessary to show
uncertainty in the results. It is likely if all 6847 students participated in the survey the
presented results would be slightly different.

However, by applying statistical analysis, the error bars can map the anticipated
range of values a given total population result could be. The error bars presented in this
survey are the 95% confidence intervals on a given result. This means the error bars
capture the true population result of a given piece of data 95% of the time. On a graph
one can conclude that if the error bars of two pieces of data (two bars in a bar graph) do
not overlap then the two pieces of data have a statistical/significant difference. An
important note: proper conclusions about the relationship between any two data points can
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only be made if their error bars do not overlap. If the error bars do overlap one can not
conclude they are the same or different.

In a survey set up with the population and sample size know, the margin of error
(95% confidence intervals) can be calculated with the Cochran Formula [1]:

𝑛
0
= 𝑍2𝑝𝑞

𝑒2

This formula can be altered with the finite population correction to the Cochran
Formula for proportions:

𝑛 =
𝑛
0

1+
𝑛
0
−1

𝑁

Combining these two equations and solving for e, we get:

𝑒 =
𝑍2𝑝𝑞(1− 𝑛

𝑁 )

(𝑛− 𝑛
𝑁 )

Where:

● n0 is the approximate sample size
● n is the true sample size

○ n = 338 when looking at all participants in the survey
● N is the population size

○ N = 6847, the population of undergrads in this survey
● e is the margin of error at a desired level of precision as a decimal value (e.g.

±5% or ±7.5% or ±10% etc. but converted into a decimal value not a percent)
● p is the estimated proportion of an attribute that is present in the population.

○ We do not know the variability in the proportion that will be present in
the survey exactly; therefore, assume p = 0.5 (maximum variability).

● q is just 1 - p
● Z is the z-value found in z tables that represent the area under a normal

curve when the population is known.
○ For a 95% confidence level, Z = 1.96.

The true sample size will be n = 338 when looking at all participants in the survey.
However, when comparing subgroups (e.g. different levels (years) in engineering, different
programs, etc.) one must change n to the number of students applicable to that subgroup.
Subgroups will have a smaller n than the entire survey sample size and thus a larger e or
confidence interval. This means you are less precise. The less people in a subgroup, the
larger your error bars will be, to reflect greater uncertainty in your measurement [2].

The way to interpret the error in the following figures is as follows: when e gives a
range of plus minus anything as a percent, that percent is meant to cover the uncertainty
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in the population. For example, if 68% of the survey respondents said that they use
Facebook to communicate with the MES, with an confidence interval (CI) error of ±5%: we
are 95% confident that 68% ±5% of all the MES undergraduate students use Facebook
to communicate with the MES. That is the same as saying we are 95% confident that 63%
to 73% of all the MES undergraduate students use Facebook to communicate with the
MES.

As a final note, the error as a percentage is based on a binary scale where one
selects an answer (Yes) or leaves it blank (No). This error was scaled for ranked questions
(e.g. questions on a scale of 1 - 5), and questions involving number of hours in order for
the magnitude of error to be correct.
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General Demographics

The following figures outline the general demographic information collected from the
2020 fall survey. The data has been broken up to emphasise comparisons and trends
present. Specifically, this data highlights participation in the survey and how that compares
to enrollment statistics from the faculty. The following three tables (G1-3) list the number of
people who make up the subgroups used throughout the survey. For graphs in this survey,
the more participants there are in a given subgroup the smaller the error bars for that
subgroup will be as according to the error analysis described in the introduction.

Key Points
● The survey captured a greater representation of Electrical, Engineering 1, IBEHS,

Materials, and Mechatronics Engineering students than their proportions enrolled
in the faculty

● The survey tends to slightly over represent first years, and under represent upper
years

● The survey generally represents those not in a program specialization well while
under representing Eng. & Management students, and over representing
Biomedical and Eng. & Society students slightly.

Table G1: Number of students that participated in the survey by level.

Level Number of Students

Level 1 112

Level 2 79

Level 3 70

Level 4 53

Level 5+ 24

Table G2: Number of students that participated in the survey by program.

Program Number of Students

B.Tech: Automation Engineering
Technology

12

B.Tech: Automotive and Vehicle
Engineering Technology

12

B.Tech: Biotechnology 9
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Chemical Engineering 16

Chemical Engineering &
Bioengineering

10

Civil Engineering 20

Computer Engineering 12

Computer Science 14

Electrical Engineering 40

Engineering I 77

Engineering Physics 11

IBEHS I (First year iBioMed) 19

Materials Engineering 11

Mechanical Engineering 31

Mechatronics Engineering 27

Software Engineering 17

Table G3: Number of students that participated in the survey by program specialization.

Program Specialization Number of Students

Biomedical Engineering
(Elec Bio or iBioMed)

49

Engineering and
Management

33

Engineering and Society 26

N/A 230

The following three graphs (G1-3) compare the distribution of survey participants
(percentage of survey participants from each subgroup) to the distribution of individuals
enrolled in the faculty of engineering (percentage of students enrolled in each subgroup
out of total students based on preliminary data collected by the faculty for fall 2020). In
general, most programs had lower survey participation than their respective population
distributions, except for Electrical, Engineering 1, IBEHS, Materials, and Mechatronics
Engineering (see Figure G1). As seen in Figure G2, the proportion of first years who
participated in the survey was greater than the proportion enrolled in the faculty. The
opposite was true with upper years. Finally, Figure G3 shows that generally, the survey
captured the same proportion of students without a program specialization as enrollment
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statistics had. While Engineering and Management had a slightly smaller proportion of
survey participants compared to the faculty data, Biomedical Engineering and Engineering
and Society subgroups had a slightly larger proportion.

Figure G1: Breakdown of program participation in survey versus program enrolment in the faculty by percent
of each series respective totals (Chemical & Bioengineering omitted).
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Figure G2: Break down of first year and upper year participation in survey versus faculty enrolment by
percent of each series respective totals.

Figure G3: Break down of program specialization participation in survey versus faculty enrolment by percent
of each series respective totals.
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Wellness
The following figures outline the Wellness data collected from the 2020 fall survey.

The data has been broken up to emphasise comparisons and trends present.

Key Points:
● The average hours of sleep for students who participated in the survey was about

6.8 hours, and they spent an average 6.3 hours on school work per day (not
including classes)

● Students tend to find their workload significantly heavy with most describing their
workload as “A Large Amount of Work” by a significant margin

● Most students do not feel very connected to the engineering community with most
feeling “somewhat connected”.

● Most students dislike online learning, with most describing it as “slightly worse”
(than normal classes) or “significantly worse”.

● There is an apparent trend that as the hours spent on school work increases,
students tend to describe the workload as larger

○ “A Large Amount of Work” was about 6.1 hours of work
○ “An Overwhelming Amount of Work” was about 8.1 hours of work

The average self reported hours of sleep was 6.8 ±1.3 hours. The distribution of
hours of sleep can be seen in Figure W1. The average self-reported hours spent on
school work (not including classes) was 6.3 ± 3.0 hours. The distribution of hours spent on
school work can be seen in Figure W2. The error reported for the averages 6.8 hours and
6.3 hours is the standard deviation (not 95% confidence intervals).
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Figure W1: Self - reported average hours of sleep, (95% CI, ± 5.2%).

Figure W2: Average self - reported hours spent on school work daily (95% CI, ± 5.2%). (Note: Hour 16 is
indicative of students that listed the “16 + hours” survey option)

The following three figures outline the distributions of how people would rate key
aspects of the semester. Figure W3 presents the distribution of how students described
their workload in fall 2020. Most describe their workload that semester as “A large amount
of work” and there was a tendency to describe the workload towards the heavier side.
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Figure W4 presents the distribution of how students described their connectedness to the
engineering community in fall 2020. Generally most students felt “somewhat connected”,
and the distribution was skewed to less connected descriptions. Figure W4 presents the
distribution of how students rate their quality of online learning in fall 2020. Most students
describe the quality of online learning as “slightly worse” than in-person classes. This
description is statistically more selected than the others. Additionally the second highest
category “significantly worse” is statistically less selected than “slightly worse”, but
statistically more selected than the other categories as well. Overall, the distribution is
skewed to poorer ratings.

Figure W3: Average of self - reported workload rating (95% CI, ± 5.2%).
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Figure W4: Average of self - reported engineering community connectedness rating (95% CI, ±5.2%).

Figure W5: Average of self - reported quality of online learning rating (95% CI, ± 5.2%).
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Figure W6 presents the correlation between how students describe their workload
and what average amount of hours of school work that corresponds to. Unfortunately no
conclusion can be made here as the error shows the results are not statistically different.
However, based off of just the students who participated in the survey (not the entire
population represented by the 95% CI error bars) we can get some insight into a possible
trend. As expected as the average number of hours increase, the workload is reported to
be higher. In the survey the following approximate hours of work correlate with the given
workload description: “Moderate” - 4.9 hours, “Large” - 6.1 hours, “Overwhelming” - 8.1
hours.

Figure W6: Self - reported average hours spent doing school work (not including classes) by self - reported
workload, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).
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Figure W7 presents the average amount of hours of school work as reported by
each level. Unfortunately no conclusion can be made here as the error shows the results
are not statistically different. However, based on just the students who participated in the
survey (not the entire population represented by the 95% CI error bars), there appears a
trend that first years and those in fifth year or greater report more work than those in the
middle years.

Figure W7: Self - reported average hours of spent doing school work (not including classes) by level (95%
CI, error based on subgroup size).
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Figure W8 presents the average connectedness rating to the engineering
community by experience in an online learning environment compared to in-person
learning. Unfortunately no conclusion can be made here as the error shows the results are
not statistically different. However, based on just the students who participated in the
survey (not the entire population represented by the 95% CI error bars), there appears a
trend that the highest rating on connectedness appears for people who feel that the fall
2019 online semester was ranked similar in preference to in-person learning. As a note the
connectedness rating is the same as the descriptions on the x-axis in Figure W4, just on a
scale of 1 to 5 rather than a text description.

Figure W8: Self - reported average connectedness to the engineering community rating by online learning
experience comparison to in-person rating (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).
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Transferable Skills

The following figures outline the data from the 2020 fall survey reflecting student
views on how applicable the skills they gain in university will be in the workplace. The data
has been broken up to emphasise comparisons and trends present.

Key Points:
- On average, McMaster Engineering students use the skills developed from

class and extracurriculars Rarely to Sometimes.
- McMaster Engineering students, in general, believe there is no statistical

difference in the value of the skills they develop through MES clubs and
teams' benefit and those learned in class. The average usefulness of skills
learned in the classroom and in clubs/teams were very similar.

- In general, B.Tech students found skills developed in class to be significantly
more useful whereas Computer Engineering and Software Engineering found
clubs/teams to provide more applicable skills.

It is important to note that the questions from this part of the survey asked students
to rank how often acquired skills were used from the following options: Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often, and All the time. These qualitative values were quantified by giving
each option a corresponding 1-5 scale value (with 1 being Never and 5 being All the Time)
in order to determine “Average Data”. Additionally, students had the option to select “I have
not completed a co-op”. This response along with the blank responses were not included
in the analysis.

The figures below (T1-3,) show that participants of the survey found both classroom
experience and extracurriculars Rarely (2) to Sometimes (3) useful in co-op and the
workplace, with clubs/teams experience being slightly more beneficial. Figure T1 shows
that this is the case on an overall basis. Figure T2 shows varied data with the Level 2 and
3 students finding classroom learning more beneficial and Levels 1, 4, and 5+ finding
clubs/teams experiences useful. Figure T3 shows varied results. Similar to the previous
year’s report, the program that got the most value from classes, on average, is Bachelor of
Technology. The program that got the least value from classes, on average, is Computer
Engineering.
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Figure T1: Average value of skills learned in learned in class and of extracurricular activities and of skills
with respect to co-op/workplace application, (95% CI ± 0.41)

Figure T2: Average value of skills learned in extracurricular activities and of skills learned in class with
respect to co-op/workplace application, by level (Note: Level 1 data may be less informative as level 1 students
would have little experience with university classes and clubs, and most likely no co-op experience, but participants

answered this optional survey question anyway) (95% CI, error based on subgroup size)
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Figure T3: Average value of skills learned in extracurricular activities and of skills learned in class with
respect to co-op/workplace application, by stream/program. (Note: Level 1 data from Engineering I and IBEHS I

may be less informative as level 1 students would have little experience with university classes and clubs, and most likely
no co-op experience, but participants answered this optional survey question anyway) (95% CI, error based on

subgroup size)
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MES Communication

The following figures outline the communication data collected from the fall 2020
survey. The data shows the results form all survey participants along with comparisons of
subgroups to point out trends. The subgroups chosen here are based on level and self -
identified involvement in MES groups, clubs, or teams. The clearest conclusions from this
analysis is that Instagram and Email blasts are the most effective ways of reaching
students and, the opportunities section along with the events calendar section of the MES
website had the greatest use among the listed sections of the website. Further analysis is
present later in this section. Most of the graphs present “average” data which is preferred
communication methods by the MES (or preferred website section) for non-exclusive
method selection normalized by the number of people of a given category who chose a
given method out of the total number of people for that category. The error bars in this
section are the 95% confidence intervals for each data bar. From this one can conclude
that if the error bars of two pieces of data (two bars in a bar graph) do not overlap then the
two pieces of data have a statistical/significant difference. Note None2 refers to the
answer “None of these”.

Key Points
● Instagram is the most popular communication method overall.
● Popularity with using Instagram for MES communication is rising with younger

levels, replacing Facebook.
● Email blast reaches the most people least involved in the MES.
● Level 2s are the only group that found certain specific listed website sections

more useful than none of the listed sections, (they were also the group that was in
Level 1 when the MES website was redone and greatly promoted).

● Students planning on being moderately involved with MES groups, clubs, or teams
found certain specific listed website sections more useful than none of the listed
sections; while students  more or less involved did not.

Figures C1 - C3 show the major MES communication trends. Figure C1 breaks
down the current communication used based on all the survey respondents. Instagram
posts clearly are the most popular with around 60% of respondents saying they use this
method, and no other method statistically has that high of a response. The next methods
of email blast, Instagram stories, word of mouth, and facebook, all had similar responses
and were generally popular. While the rest of the methods had a much smaller use. As
shown by the red and blue bars in Figure C2, generally the younger levels are becoming
more apt to use instagram posts as a communication method with the MES, whereas the
older levels still use facebook significantly for communication. Figure C3 shows similar
trends to Figure C1 with for most self-identified levels of involvement. However for
students reporting no involvement with MES groups, clubs, or teams, email blast is
significantly used more than the other methods.
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Figure C1: Current communication methods to receive updates from the MES as the decimal value of the
percent of people who responded they use a given method, (95% CI ± 5.2%)

Figure C2: Current communication methods to receive updates from the MES by level as a percent of
people who responded they use a given method, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).
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Figure C3: Current communication methods to receive updates from the MES by self-identified
involvement in MES groups, clubs, or teams as a percent of people who responded they use a given

method, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).

Figures C4 - C6 show which sections of the MES website, students find most
useful. Generally, the opportunities section and the events calendar section had the
greatest use. The other sections had similarly low use. However this was only based on
the sections listed. As such the response “none of these” was large as it included
responses from participants who used sections of the website not listed and from
participants who did not use the MES website. Figure C5 reflects a similar trend to that in
C4 except it should be noted that second years were the only group that found the
opportunities section and the events calendar section to be significantly more useful than
none of the sections. This suggests they tend to have great familiarity and preference with
the website, which makes sense as they were in first year when it was revamped and
promoted greatly to the first years. FInally, Figure C6 shows that those planning on being
moderately involved with MES groups, clubs, or teams tend to find the two aforementioned
website sections useful like the second years. While the preferences for those who are
more and less involved tend to be more spread out and less conclusive.
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Figure C4: Most useful sections of the MES website as a percent of people who responded they use a given
section, (95% CI, ± 5.2%).

Figure C5: Most useful sections of the MES website by level as a percent of people who responded they use
a given section, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).
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Figure C6: Most useful sections of the MES website by self-identified involvement in MES groups, clubs, or
teams as a percent of people who responded they use a given section, (95% CI, error based on subgroup

size).
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MES Feedback
The following figures outline the data collected from the 2020 fall survey regarding

direct feedback to the MES. This includes data on participation, how well students think
the MES is performing and how students view the MES response to COVID-19. The data
has been broken up to emphasise comparisons and trends present.

Key Points:
● Interest in social events and club and committee applications tends to be skewed

towards more interestested, while interest in conferences is skewed to less
interested.

● Most students don’t use MES services, while first years tend to use the most
services of any level

● Most students plan to only be “somewhat involved” or “moderately involved” in
MES groups, clubs, or teams

● Most students have not participated in the listed events, and first years were the
only level that had a particular event listed more popular than “None”

● Generally for the MES’s COVID-19 response students ranked it as 3 out of 5

Figures M1-M4 present the students' responses on their interest in a variety of
topics applicable to the MES. Figure M2 and M3 shows interest in social events and club
and committee applications tend to be skewed towards more interestested, while Figure
M1 shows interest in conferences is skewed to less interested. The average rank of these
distributions is summarized in Figure M4.

General MES Performance

Figure M1: Distribution of interest for the topic: Conferences (95% CI, ± 5.2%).
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Figure M2: Distribution of interest for the topic: Social Events (95% CI, ± 5.2%).

Figure M3: Distribution of interest for the topic: Club/Committee Applications (95% CI, ± 5.2%).
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Figure M4: Average rank on a scale of 1-5 for interest in particular topics (95% CI, ± 0.26).

List of Other Topics that students reported finding interesting:

● A walkthrough for Oscarplus
● Alumni events
● Any event that an international student that does not follow EST could attend.
● Career events
● Career workshops
● Co op experiences, Mac Alum Career experiences, etc.
● Competitions
● Competitions, collaborations with other schools
● Competitions, opportunities, news, etc
● Discussions with profs and upper years
● Events that could help me develop skills for job applications
● I would love to get more information from each department of engineering to help

me make the decision what to choose next year
● I wouldn't mind some sort of online learning workshop
● If y'all could do an alumni meet with coffee to help undergrads figure out what to do

- industry or grad school, especially those alumni who have gone to fields other
than engineering would be swell.

● Important dates
● important heads ups, or events that are happening every week
● Industry events and job opportunities
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● maybe just cool course options or something?
● Job opportunities for graduating students
● Job/co-op applications
● Maybe like help sessions? Or I found it hard to find the right people to work with in

courses I didn’t know people in, especially because class was online this semester.
● Merch
● MES discounted tutoring
● MES Opportunities
● MES Publications!!
● MES Services (Tutoring)
● More job opportunities
● Networking
● Overall mac eng community updates
● prizes
● Professional Development Events
● research opportunity
● Resources available for academic success, mental health etc.
● Socialize and gaming activities or industrial nights
● Special guests and lectures/events
● Start volunteering
● Study sessions or general news.
● Virtual conferences
● Workshops

The following figures outline the usage of MES services by students. Figures M5
and M6 outline that most students did not use the services listed in the question (those
services are seen on the x-axis of Figure M5). Unfortunately as seen in Figure M5, most
services did not have a statistically different level of usage, and that level was generally
below 20%. However as seen in the distribution in Figure M7, first years had slightly
higher service usage than the other levels.
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Figure M5: Usage of MES services in fall 2020 as a percent of people who responded they use a given
service, (95% CI, ± 5.2%).

Figure M6: Usage of MES services in fall 2020 as a percent of people who responded they use a given
service with “None of these” omitted, (95% CI, ± 5.2%).
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Figure M7: Usage of MES services in fall 2020 by level as a percent of people who responded they use a
given service, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).

The following figures outline the self-identified involvement in MES groups, clubs, or
teams by students. Figure M8 shows that the involvement tends to be slightly skewed to
less involved with “somewhat involved” and “moderately involved” as the top responses.
Figure M9 shows that involvement is generally consistent for every year of study, with the
possible exception of level 5+ students. Figure M10 shows that there may be a slight trend
where students’ average involvement increases as their described workload increases.
However, no conclusion can be made as the error shows the results are not statistically
different.

Figure M8: Self-identified involvement in MES groups, clubs, or teams as a percent of people who
responded they plan to be involved in a particular quantity, (95% CI, ± 5.2%).
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Figure M9: Average rank on a scale of 1-5 by level for self-identified involvement in MES groups, clubs, or
teams, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).

Figure M10: Average rank on a scale of 1-5 by workload for self-identified involvement in MES groups,
clubs, or teams, (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).

The following figures outline the participation in events by students. Figure M11
outlines that many students had smaller participation in the events listed in the question
(those events are seen on the x-axis of Figure M11). For the events that students did
attend, professional development events were one of the more popular events. As seen in
Figure M12 only first years had event participation in a particular event that was greater
than none of the events listed. In fact for first years, both academic and professional
development events were well attended.
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Figure M11: Attendance of events in fall 2020 as a percent of people who responded they attended a given
event, (95% CI, ± 5.2%).

Figure M12: Attendance of events in fall 2020 by level as a percent of people who responded they attended
a given event, (95% CI,  error based on subgroup size).

Figure M13 presents the average rank on a scale of 1-5 students gave their
department society based on several factors. Unfortunately the subgroup size for many
programs was small so no clear statistical differences can be observed.
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Figure M13:  Average rank on a scale of 1-5 by program of quality of your department society with respect to
certain factors, (95% CI,  error based on subgroup size).
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MES COVID-19 Performance Feedback

The following figures outline the average rank on a scale of 1-5 (Very Poor - 1, Poor
- 2, Neutral - 3, Good - 4, Very Good - 5) the students gave to the MES’s response to
COVID-19 and the online learning environment in the context of supporting students
during the difficulty of the pandemic. Figure M14 presents those ranks as totals for
categories: academic support, events, and connectedness. Note these rankings are
specific to the COVID-19 response, not in general as the other questions in the survey
have been (with regards to events and connectedness for example). Figure M15 presents
those results divided by level and as seen in both Figure M14 and M15 generally for all
categories the rank tends to centre around a 3 out of 5. Figure M16 presents these ranks
by self - identified connection to the engineering community. There appears to be a slight
trend that the average rank improves the more connected a student feels. However, the
subgroup sizes were small so no clear statistical differences can be observed.

Figure M14: Average rank on a scale of 1-5 for the MES's response to COVID-19 and the online learning
environment with respect to Academic Support, Event Engagement, and making the student feel

comfortable, connected, and part of the community (95% CI, ± 0.26).
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Figure M15: Average rank on a scale of 1-5 by level for the MES's response to COVID-19 and the online
learning environment with respect to Academic Support, Event Engagement, and making the student feel

comfortable, connected, and part of the community (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).

Figure M16: Average rank on a scale of 1-5 by self - identified connection to the engineering community for
the MES's response to COVID-19 and the online learning environment. Data is presented with respect to

Academic Support, Event Engagement, and making the student feel comfortable, connected, and part of the
community (95% CI, error based on subgroup size).
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Student Written Responses

Question: What additional support can the MES provide to aid students in
the online learning environment?

● More tutoring sessions!!!
● Quite a lot of academic tutoring costs money so sessions where these can be made

free would be appreciated.
● in class/end a classes talks about important information from students to attend or

tasks to do that well better prepare us for advanced learning situations
● Advocate against extra cost software packages. MS Office and Avenue should be

all I need
● I think more open forums between teachers and students, this is a stressful time

and the lack of communication just adds more stress
● I definitely feel more disorganized online then in person, so if MES can help

students feel more organized about what's happening and what they should know
that would be helpful (not what they know in their courses but just everything
regarding the school)

● Not sure, I suppose more advocacy for the students to the faculty, but to be honest,
I feel like we're doing that and just not really being listened too sometimes

● Responding to emails from members
● More drop-in events! More information on the future and always keeping students in

the loop when updates from the university are made public (these are things that
are already done, but it would be nice to have even more communication!)

● Bring us back to in person
● More non-school related socials
● Better communication
● Keep us very up to date with what is going on. And telling us where to look for

events coming up.
● Review sessions, class pages (email invite?), more social events
● Help for upper year students
● Honestly, it's just a tough situation, I don't think there is much anyone can do to

make the situation better. Like trust, I see how hard you guys are working, just like I
am working with my club, but the whole covid situation is just hard to navigate ya
know? Keep up the good work.

● provide more relaxing events/workshops
● More qualified study session instructor.
● Carry on with providing tutoring and review events.
● Approach students instead of waiting for them to approach you
● Provide templates to help students organize their work such as a to-do list or a nice

calendar.
● Money for poor students to pay for tuition.
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● Peer tutoring at a discount was great but the problem is given my eng courses there
are very few tutors willing to take me on. Something should be done to remedy this

● Department-specific check-ins to mitigate inconsistencies in the online learning
environment

● More activities to make friends with others.
● 50%+ exam weight needs to stop in online learning. Please speak up for us. Lots of

time and effort are made to learn online during semester, yet it all blows away with a
50% exam.

● Have more help sessions. Talking to profs is very overwhelming. But with a peer it’s
very helpful.

● Tutoring
● more opportunities to meet other students
● Cut fees significantly
● Wasn't able to get a tutor for my 3MA3 class due to the only being one offering

tutoring and he was busy with his own course load.
● Providing more access to research opportunities
● Better wellness support. I know alot of us experienced major burn out at the end of

november
● Organize study groups for classes
● Not sure what else can be done. Bodies like the MES, MSU, etc. just do not have

the power to effectively change policy within the university, which is where the
issues with online learning lie. The moneymakers don't need to listen to student
bodies to keep raking it in, so why would they?

● You guys have done great with what power you have.
● It would be nice to have more ways to engage with fellow eng students and

network.
● Nothing they've done pretty well
● Promote tutoring/help services more.
● Maybe clearly label emails so I dont ignore important ones. A lot of online

communication means less time shifting through
● Office hours and help centres
● Idk probably more frequent check-ins in the mentorship program, like mental health

check-ins, accountability buddies for staying on top of school work, going to online
events together, something like the mentorship program but really it's just someone
who you can keep checking in with and who keeps checking in with you to make
sure you're sane and going outside, and talking to someone. Does this make
sense? Like just... a pal... to do study calls and Netflix party movies, etc. This is
making it sound like I don't have friends, I promise I do but if this were like the point
of a program or relationship it might be easier to stay on top of work and stay
motivated for school.

● more tutoring/help centers
● More tipe for academic success?
● Focus on advocacy to the departments/ faculty with respect to online learning and

the hardships students have been facing
● More info on events
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● I think one thing that could be done is implementing a way for first years to connect
with each other in a more academic environment, like just group sessions for them
to make friends in their classes. I’m not in first year but I just worry that being online
has made it harder for people to find peer support and friends within their classes

● More tutoring services
● Test prep, study hour q&as
● Socializing
● Free tutoring
● Open and accessible communication, all in one place. Preferably through email
● More upper year review sessions
● Pretty much nothing
● Hold town hall meetings 2x a month
● Having workshops/events that could possibly bring together people from different

programs (iBioMed, Humanities)
● A bit more clarity on what resources are provided and how (as a first year without

many connections) can access them.
● More networking opportunities between students in the online setting.
● Exam preps and resources
● more opportunities to chill
● Mental health talks
● Online support through live call when /if required
● Academic support
● More advocacy - I've seen some profs make this semester more difficult, which I

don't think is fair to the students.
● more opportunities for calls and video chats with other students! It's hard to meet

people :(
● Chances to discuss issues throughout the term.
● More social events
● virtual study sessions
● Find an engaging platform that students would want to participate in.
● Random engagement with random students
● Collate the student voice to make it more impactful when delivered to professors.

When hundreds of us send angry emails to our professors about online classes
they understandably ignore them. Collect these opinions from the students, and
deliver it to those who can make use of them. Fewer voices speaking for the
majority is more impactful than thousands of isolated ramblings.

● Continue to have professors be less strict and more open to lenient marking
especially because students are really affected by learning at home.

● More social events.
● try to engage more with students, actively fight proctoring software
● For first years, I want to see more casual events. I feel like I’ve been missing out on

that sort of thing. I want to meet upper years who tell me about how they chose their
stream and how they survived linear algebra!
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● Do something about respondus. Students submitted surveys on online school and if
there was overwhelming consensus against proctoring software, then please
advocate heavily against the use of such software.

● More information about clubs and joining them. Especially for first years
● Just a voice to make us the students feel not so alone. Online learning has been

more stressful and time consuming than in person so it would be nice to be
reminded that it’s okay to breathe and take time for yourself.

● More practical skills in the workplace
● Maybe some information for students on how to advocate for themselves in the

online environment - some faculty are not being fair or just in their adaptation to the
online learning environment.

● Try to make sure tests stay unproctored
● More information about how to deal with professors and what to do if we are

unhappy with certain professors.
● Put events on the event calendar of the Website, have a uniform event signup

system.

Question: In your opinion, what has the MES done well this semester?

● Academic help.
● Active on social media, I wish I had come to some events cause they looked cool, I

just get distracted and forget about them.
● Adjusting to online
● Advocating for students against proctoring software and poor academic decisions

made by profs.
● Our representative has kept us constantly updated which is much appreciated
● Being sympathetic to the situation we are all in
● Club events
● Communicating with students.
● communication
● Considering all the roadblocks, yes.
● Continued to find support and activities  for students despite the difficulties
● Continuing to persevere and attempting to stay connected through a pandemic is

commendable.
● Continuing to provide plenty of event opportunities in whatever ways possible
● Could've done better.
● Creating a welcoming environment
● Educate
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● Emails
● Engagement with students was great!
● Engaging students during these rough times
● Events looked relevant and interesting
● Game nights
● Good
● good communication
● Good communication with us
● Good social media presence.
● Good.
● Haven't utilized many services to know
● Having help sessions/tutoring sessions for difficult courses especially during hours

that accommodate a large amount of people
● Hosted many events with variety
● I appreciated the free help around midterm and exam season.
● I could feel the effort they’ve put in however I don’t think the results would say the

same when it comes to turn outs in events.
● I couldn't answer this as I haven't engaged with MES this semester
● I don’t know if they have even run anything, so I cannot judge
● I don’t really know what the MES has done
● I don't even know what they do
● I have no opinion towards this subject.
● I have not really been able to make use of a lot of the resources this semester
● I have only gotten involved in the Mentorship program and that's been great.
● I haven't been keeping up with stuff as much as I used to because school is a lot,

but I think WW went good with all things considered.
● I liked the accessibility and the support given to students during this different

semester
● I really liked the MES mentorship program and it should be continued in years

ahead.
● I think that this survey is better than last year (I read through last year's data report

and the issues you had with past questions).
● I think the MES has tried very hard and I think they have done well in using social

media to try and teach students as much as possible.
● I think they did the best they could under this circumstance
● I was able to engage in my first online conference thanks to the efforts of MES.

Didn’t think I’d be able to remain engaged at home but the council has done great
for providing students with great opportunities.

● Idk man this sem has been a rollercoaster I haven't paid attention
● I'm not sure. It feels mostly like just emails to me.
● I'm not too aware of what MES has done, but I would like to get more involved
● Informed people about events
● Informing me through Facebook group chats.
● Informing people about events
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● Just sending out positive messages and being supportive of all of us has been great
:)

● Keeping students involved and feeling part of a community during online learning.
● Keeping students out to date and hosting events
● Keeps the students updated on events
● Kept functioning.
● Liking the online learning, saving a lot of money that way
● Made events available online instead of cancelling it
● Maintaining club dynamics
● Make events that bring us together and are quite engaging
● making opportunities known to students
● Making the transition from in-person to online as painless as possible
● Making updates accessible to students
● Mentor ship events
● MES card
● MES was great at advocating for students, the winter break announcement was

great.
● No scandals or obvious issues.
● No, but I don't blame them because it's been tough to transition into fully online

school
● Not let everything crash and burn. Have transitioned most positions online pretty

effectively.
● Not sure. I don't pay attention enough.
● Offered support if needed
● Planning well-organized events
● Posting on instagram
● Probably as well as they could've
● Provided a lot of virtual social event opportunities
● Provided lots of opportunities to meet and engage other students, and provided

good academic support for first years
● Providing academic resources like availability of prep101 sessions
● Put out a lot of good wellness/mental health initiatives. Good to see and very

important these days
● Putting aside my bias, I really think communication has been good this semester

especially being online. Posts are regular and there are many different platforms on
which information is being spread. And the posts look nice, 10/10 for keeping
people up-to-date

● Reached out to people via social media
● Reaching out to all students
● Serving to the student body and their questions in a convenient and quick manner.
● Sharing information on instagram
● Social media
● Sorry, I see so many online events that are advertised to me. I can’t distinguish who

is organizing what! Everyone has done well organizing events, it’s just the way they
are structured that makes me feel isolated. As a first year, my goal is to meet new
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people and learn the insider secrets! Meeting new people is really hard to facilitate
online, because it’s already an awkward thing in person.

● Stayed relevant PERIODTTT
● Staying positive and still planning events throughout the pandemic. Online events

are HARD and I think people know that. Keep working on ways to reach out directly
to potential attendees to events. Part of me wonders if that would go a long way in
penetrating the online lack of participation. Getting individual invitations from
friends or spreading more through word of mouth might help to get more people out
to events. Also I love the opportunities page on the website. Keep having more on
there as the "one stop shop" for people looking for something. Potential
recommendation to have next SAGM's link on that page as well, as it was buried in
council resources which makes sense for those on council, but less so for those not
on council.

● staying positive!
● Student reps negotiating with faculty regarding proctoring
● Tbh, I forgot the MES existed for most of this semester. If there is work that they are

doing behind the scenes to ensure they stay afloat and student clubs get
support/funding, then good on them. Other than that, idk.

● The events that they offer like movie nights, baking together and any team related
activities makes the experience better

● The mentorship
● The program I believe was done well although I would have liked it if there were

more mentor events.
● The review events were a good idea.
● they have been able to spread information out to specific programs and interests
● They have been good at advocating for academics
● They have done their best to create engaging events for students
● They have done well given the pandemic has made things very difficult for everyone
● They managed ever Pretty nicely and ran the study help session even during

COVID-19
● They sent a good amount of emails to keep students updated and informed about

upcoming opportunities. I also really like the layout of the MES Website.
● They tutoring sessions
● They've been good at updating us with events and help sessions through social

media.
● They've done a great job in being available for students to talk to.
● Transitioned well to a fully online environment. Welcome week was a lot of fun!
● Transitioning
● Tries to reach out to everyone even though everything is online
● Tutoring sessions. Enjoyed those a lot. Thank you :)
● updates on insta
● updating people
● Welcome week
● Well..I haven't heard anything bad...so that's a good thing I guess. No news is good

news
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● "With respect to kipling the communication with graduating students via the
Facebook has been great!

● Insta posts have kept me up to date with co-oc and conference applications,
wellness activities etc. I think the interactive insta stories were cool too"

● Wouldn’t know
● Yea I mean it hasn't done poorly. Most of the lack of my turning up to events or

participation or reaching out is mainly due to the 'what's the point' attitude that
lockdown creates, and the feeling of 'why attend an event from my bed if I could
watch tv in my bed instead'. Though it seems more convenient to attend events
from home, it's actually less interesting since a lot of the fun of events is getting
outside of the house, meeting your friends, and physical interaction. But regardless,
MES has done fairly well yes.

● "Yes; it's been a difficult semester, and I think in reality you guys can't really do
much to help students. Online events just aren't enjoyable/worth doing for me, and
I don't think I'm alone.

● You guys have done a great job given the circumstances - a great effort has been
made."

Question: Anything else you’d like to share?

● A lot of students like myself have lost family members and friends due to covid this
year and school has made stress even more but I believe professors are also
struggling through this time and are lenient.

● Add an opt-out option, I couldn't care less about any of this; I gave you the
responses so your data goblin can do the analysis. Leave me alone, I'm here to
learn not fill out surveys for free 🙂👍

● Our rep has done an amazing job, he has constantly been in touch with the class
and it is evident that he cares about his position. I cannot say the same for the
others who got elected as a representative as they have not done much. The
contrasts between them and our rep is very apparent in their lack of contact with the
class or lack of action from themselves.

● ESSA has been a highly engaging and positive social aspect of the fall semester as
I'm sure it will continue to be this coming year. With regular meetings and almost
monthly events with good turnouts, and a tight knit society overall it tends to stick
together even in a virtual environment.

● Events almost always seemed to be on Tuesday or Wednesdays, which was a
conflict for me so I wasn't able to attend any events. Maybe spread out the events
differently?

● Good job crew!
● Good job!
● Good work thus far
● Great work! I like the mentorship program and would love to know more about

possible opportunities for me as a first year.
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● Having a relationship with prep101 is incredibly slimy... especially when it’s a pay to
win deal. Exam packages are only accessible to those who pay exorbitant amounts
of money - and all they do is sell the university’s past tests! Not to mention that all
the resources needed to succeed are already available - suggested problems,
slides, notes, past midterms/exams. Honestly, prep101 reminds me of nestle. When
they gave mothers baby formula until they stopped producing breast milk, then
started charging exorbitant amounts of money. Prep101 is doing a similar thing -
giving students an easy out for free (midterm prep), then they start charging
exorbitant amounts of money when it matters (exams). This results in lower quality
student learning as they become dependent on prep101 rather than actually
learning on their own - arguably the most important thing about engineering.
Solution? MES run sessions (which already exist) and communicating to professors
that their exams are being leaked year to year, so they should release them to all
students to level the playing field.

● Help getting additional tutoring when it is non available through the McMaster home
page.

● I couldn't attend anything because of timezone differences
● I don't like being online and i hope this ends soon
● I feel like MES has a wonderful job trying to create a route for students to feel

connected, but there's only so much that can be done without making everyone feel
isolated and dissociated from the rest of the world...

● I find it unfair that we lose marks in these online situations to technical issues or
something not submitted (formula sheet), since this would not happen in classes
were able to be in person.

● I have been very involved with MES/MSU over the past 5 years, when I took a year
off for coop and reflected back, I figured we always tackled the effects not the root
causes, so students' problems never end. Examples: millions of mental health
support services, yet we never ask why students get stressed (uneven mark
distribution? Overload? etc.).. we have million opportunities for students to be
involved, yet repeated faces keeps appearing in events, is it bc others don't wanna
be involved or bc MES gets labelled as a drinking loud group that many students
get intimidated to attend their events/common places?...Why are students not being
involved online? Is it because they lost track or events or not offering a motive?
What if I don't want an Amazon gift card but a campus store gift card?.... look at the
((root cause)) and hear from a diverse group of students. With only a few weeks left
in uni, farewell and goodluck!

● I haven't gotten any emails from the MES this year - not sure if they remove co-op
students from the email list...

● I know how hard this semester is for all of the MES exec too so thank you for all
your hard work!! We really appreciate you :)

● I think engineering as a whole has been doing a great job in listening to students
voices and opinions this year, as well as making adjustments along the way.

● I think providing regular interesting events (like special guests or ted talk sort of
events) to students would draw in more students and spice up our dull and
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repetitive lives during online learning. This applies to other clubs and societies
besides MES too.

● I would like to see more athletic clubs available to join, like eng running or soccer
clubs.

● I would love to be a part of more clubs but too overwhelmed with school
● I would prefer that MES were given less funding and allow for a reduction in tuition
● IDK
● In all honesty, I've felt like the MES disappeared which is likely just because I used

to be able to stay involved by hanging around hatch and staying in touch with
people, but that's been pretty difficult online.

● It would be nice to see/hear about the efforts the MES is making to justify or change
MSU spending this year. Many students are concerned about why their money is
being collected for resources they can't use.

● It’s the World Cup Final, and a man makes his way to his seat right next to the pitch.
He sits down, noticing that the seat next to him is empty. He leans over and asks
his neighbour if someone will be sitting there. ‘No,’ says the neighbour. ‘The seat is
empty.’ ‘This is incredible,’ said the man. ‘Who in their right mind would have a seat
like this for the Final and not use it?’ The neighbour says, ‘Well actually the seat
belongs to me. I was supposed to come with my wife, but she passed away. This is
the first World Cup Final we haven’t been to together since we got married.’ ‘Oh, I’m
so sorry to hear that. That’s terrible….But couldn’t you find someone else, a friend,
relative or even a neighbour to take her seat?’ The man shakes his head. ‘No,’ he
says. ‘They’re all at the funeral.’

● It's a hard time so I understand it's harder to create events that feel engaging
online!

● Keep doing well
● Keep on keeping on. Maybe we'll see each other in 2021 September!
● Keep up the amazing work. There are definitely areas for improvement for the

MES, but there are areas of improvement for literally every organization and no one
knows what's going on during the pandemic. For a group of student organizers, you
all have done amazing. Even if it's harder to see in an online semester, the work
you are doing has not gone unnoticed.

● Mental health be shit.
● MES meetings need to be shorter or at least only as long their pre-agreed length.
● MES went completely under my radar over the term. I completely forgot about its

existence.
● More email communication to be informed
● Nah
● Nah
● No
● No
● No great job
● No thank you
● None
● Nope
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● Nope! All good thank you!
● Not having clear instructions on how to use the MEScard in terms of ordering online
● not really
● Nothing.
● Online learning is difficult
● Online school has been hard on us all. Take care of yourselves
● "Overall, it wasn't a bad semester for me, but it was challenging to be online and I

felt isolated at times and was less aware of services offered.
● Thanks! Wishing you all a great semester."
● Read the forbidden Handbook, and laugh in the face of the faculty 😉
● SAGM sucked so much online, there needs to be some sort of check on taking too

long online
● Shift from an online environment to an in-person/hybrid one please :). I really would

attend more events if they were in person, of course with COVID precautions. I'm
missing out on all the fun on what hackathons are all about, and I haven't even
stepped foot into campus.

● Social events feel less enticing when we're online unfortunately, which could explain
the lack of engagement for all types of events for diff clubs/teams

● thank you
● Thank you :)
● Thank you for reading my responses.
● Thanks for doing all you do!!
● Thanks!
● there is only so much that can be done in an online setting. I have not expected the

world from MES, and I am more so disappointed with the online setting itself then
the handling of it.

● triple dog dare you to go to a bar and ask for penne vodka without the penne
● "What do you say when a dinosaur farts? That was a blast from the past!"
● When you ask for gender/sexuality, it would be helpful if you added a small

definition/explanation/link to information beside each gender/sexuality, it would be
helpful and also increase awareness.

● You guys are doing the best you can with covid messing with everything. Keep your
heads up and keep up the great work!

● You’re doing great and I appreciate your hard work
● You're all doing great! Thanks for your support!
● General MES notices....maybe it's just because I'm not looking in the right places

but I can't find an instagram,Facebook, twitter...i mean i don't really use the last 2
but with social media being such a big thing, why haven't I seen MES posts. But
hey. It could just be me not looking correctly. If you're already doing it then keep up
the good work!

● How are you supporting graduating students while they miss this significant year
online? Can we all get our certificate in the McMaster frame? Can we have Kipling
delay or optional so we can attend in-person? Since vaccines are already out and
numbers are expected to go down by summer. Why can't we do graduation in
smaller groups so we can attend it?
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Department Society Feedback

Student Written Responses by Program

B.Tech: Automation Engineering Technology

● Care about their students mental health
● Fair, though cant say I've found much need personally I've heard second hand a lot

of great things from those who've worked with them
● It’s pretty good
● Not really transparent in their planning process - would like to learn more about that

(like what their ideas are for the new semester before they plan and invite people).
Also I'd like to see a more integrated community that allows students to be proud of
their program.

● Wouldn’t know

B.Tech: Automotive and Vehicle Engineering Technology

● BTA is good with getting in touch with BTA folks but maybe more can happen.
BTECH emails?? Maybe a btech optional Avenue page or optional calendar that
syncs with google....must be optional or be able to turn on and off so it doesn't
confuse academic calendars

● Good
● good at creating and spreading information about industry nights and academic

aids.

B.Tech: Biotechnology

● Didn’t hear a lot from them this semester except from a friend in class who is part of
it

● I like how MES is doing the best they can to help students engage with one another
even with restrictions from covid-19

● very good communication between student body and exec team

Chemical Engineering

● Doing more event nights
● Good
● I didn’t hear about any chemeng club events this year for third or fourth years. It felt

like I was being kept out of the loop or nothing engaging happened this semester. I
understand that this semester was much different than the last and everyone had
heavy workloads but this is just my opinion.

● N/A
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● They are good! Maybe offering academic support would be good
● They've done alright considering the circumstances

Chemical Engineering & Bioengineering

● I think they are doing a good job. I have not participated in any of their events but I
see their promotions and they look well organized.

● Pretty good. Hard to be as engaging online, but better than the overall engineering
society as it is more inclusive to everyone in the department.

● They are doing well
● They are there, but I don’t hear from them much
● Very friendly and inclusive. Done a good job organizing events even during Covid

Civil Engineering

● Good
● I only see thing about swag for the civ eng society, nothing else
● I personally haven’t heard much from the civil eng society. They do have a mug

design competition going on. I’d like to see more improvement in engaging with the
community.

● I would like it if resources available for academic success, mental health etc. was
talked about and shared more. I feel like it's hard to find information on these things.

● It is a very inclusive environment. I would like there to be more engagement to get
to know others in my program.

● Maybe message in FB group chats more or email blasts for events?
● More communication for events would be nice
● The engagement during CES events has been fantastic.
● They did really well and not proctoring the exams and midterms was an excellent

choice especially for those of us with large families and privacy issues.
● yay CES

Computer Engineering

● Don't have a lot of experience with them
● I am on ECES, so my opinion is biased .
● I don't know what they were like before the pandemic since I'm in second year but

they seem to have pivoted well. More messaging about when midterm/final review
sessions are would be nice.

● I honestly don't even know if they exist.
● It’s great! I think the events are interesting and engaging. We had an among us

night which was the first time I played and now I’m addicted. Love it ❤
● The only time I ever hear from them is during election time and the occasional

industry night.
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Computer Science

● CSS really tried their best this year to keep up communication and connection
between cs students and I think they really succeeded in that for most students.

● I'm assuming there talking about cs society, and if so i really enjoy that there on
discord

● Make more interesting events, like weekly special guests that could give a talk on a
certain topic.

● N/A
● Quite neutral
● My Co-op Coordinator always cancels appointments without notifications and

reasons.

Electrical Engineering

● Good
● "Haven't participated much with them”
● I cannot really give an opinion as I have not had much communication from them.
● I like the ECE group chat on discord, it is very active and updated with relevant

information.
● I think there should be more events, even on a small scale.
● it feels unwelcoming to 2nd years
● Love that they still do event pages for events as that is very helpful
● More mentorship events for upper years since they are mainly focused on first

years
● More variety in activities or clubs.
● N/A
● Not too eventful. Would love seeing more engaging events
● Nothing special at all. Not sure what they do
● They are pretty nice, but I am just not interested in the stuff they do. That's okay!
● They have been very welcoming especially to second year students just joining the

program
● Very Unengaged and non existent tutoring and academic support
● Were not very active tbh

Engineering I

● As a first year student the MES has tried extremely hard to make the virtual uni
experience as engaging as possible

● Everything was great! Nothing that I can see could be improved :)
● Good
● Good variety and involvement
● I didn’t know a first year society existed?
● I didn't even know I had a society
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● I do want to say that I'm pretty sure that I've had more interaction with MES but
don't know due to low branding. It would be nice for your events to state very clearly
in advertising that they are MES events and that the club gives an intro each event.

● I don't know much about them.
● I haven’t attended these
● I haven't engaged with any societies yet, I plan to in the next semester
● I haven't really seen anything for the Engineering One students
● I think they're alright
● I understand during covid this is extremely hard, but I feel like I get so many emails

about stuff and 80% I don't care about it's hard to sift through and find what would
interest me. I don't mean to sound harsh and I can't think of any direct solution.

● I would like more social events
● In Eng 1 and while certain professors and departments are amazing, like math.

There are other departments that seem to be poorly managed making the overall
experience more negative.

● Most Engineering departments could try to respond to students better. Have maybe
a team of students to filter out questions for TAs and professors so that everyone
can have their questions answered

● N/A
● N/A, in first year
● Need more interactive/social activities
● No
● None
● ok. hype it up a bit. word of mouth is lacking.

Engineering Physics

● I’m definitely biased because I’m on it
● Providing events for all different years/levels, less intimidating
● The second year social event was well organized.
● Thumbs up
● Very responsive to students

IBEHS I (First year iBioMed)

● Assume everyone wants to be involved and instead have them opt out.
● I did not even know those existed.
● I have not done enough with the society to properly give feedback
● NA
● Not in a society yet

Materials Engineering

● Everyone is down to earth, and approachable. Advocating for not using proctoring
apps.
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● It is good.
● Overall, I am satisfied with my department. I enjoy the frequent industry nights and

how well professors are able to connect you with industries that may interest the
student.

● They’ve been doing a lot of really great work and they’ve increased their advocacy
to the department which is both impressive and appreciated

● They're doing gr8

Mechanical Engineering

● I haven't seen anything published from Mechanical Eng Club.
● I think that the MSME is doing great. I recognize it is hard to plan events, especially

in a pandemic/online environment that we are facing today, but I think they have
done a great job. I like the connection that they have with the department, and how
much they have grown since they started 2ish years ago.

● I think the Mech Eng Society is doing well except I don't hear from them that often, I
don't know what they do.

● I think they've been doing an excellent job so far!
● I wish there was a better way to be connected to fellow classmates
● I’m not sure I’ve even heard about them since the start of the term.
● I’m not very involved in them, i’m not entirely sure if they have an instagram or ways

I can get involved.
● it's hard to judge when we are online since my motivation is moot
● MEMS is working super hard, great job!
● New to B.Tech Manufacturing Engineering Technology program. Seems like the

engineering department wants students to be involved.
● Really love the new study group program. Would like to see more engagement, I

went to an event and only members of the society were there, it was great of them
to stick around but would be better with other students too.

● They're doing a great job! Good job guys, I'm proud of you!

Mechatronics Engineering

● Doesn’t really add to my learning or social experiences.
● Doing well given the circumstances!
● Good.
● Haven’t really heard from them other than the occasional message in the fb chat.
● I honestly can't comment
● It would be nice to have more discussions and social events to stay connected
● Nothing noteworthy done yet. I did more for the class individually for a course than

MMS did. And I did ask a member of the MMS to do so.
● The Mechatronics Society and ESSA are epic.
● Unengaging overall. Events more frequently so more are able to attend
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● We had some good social events but I would like to have maybe a few more this
semester. (I understand it's difficult with people being busy though). I would like to
hear more from upper years about opportunities such as coops

Software Engineering

● Really great communication in terms of providing updates of current events relative
to my specific program, as well as the entire department. Always first to reassure
students when we’re having academic or extracurricular concerns

● Been doing well through Covid
● I know nothing of them
● Improving communication is a big one, also work on advocacy more, CAS has a

long way to go and could use the help of advocacy from the SES. Would like to see
advertisements for committee positions or town halls on what the department is
working on, stuff like that.

● N/A, no experience
● Open elections to Society President to everyone in the program and not just the

current team. Have all the VP positions as elected positions. Have a townhall twice
a semester and act upon the feedback received from those town halls.

● Overall good. More events to meet and connect with profs would be appreciated.
● pretty good
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